NBA 3-Pt Shootout

The story behind the game is that All-Star Weekend for the NBA. This year the city of Toronto is hosting the All-Star activities. However, the second most interesting event of the weekend is happening currently. The 3-pt shoot out is highly looked at this year since two teammates are competing against each other this year and those teammates are Stephen Curry and Klay Thompson.

**Goal:**
The goal of the game is to get as many baskets made as possible.

**Instructions:**
The instructions are to place balls down to see if you can score the most points.

The “new” button will create a blank grid and the “next” button will move onto the next generation.

**Hint:**
- A ball with less than two balls next to it will be a missed shot
- A ball with two or three balls next to it will be a made shot.
- A ball with three or more balls around will be a missed shot.
- Then an empty cell that is next to three balls exactly will be a made shot also.

**Key:**

Ball = Made Shot
Crying Jordan Face = Missed Shot.